ETHNICITY & THE MILITARY
(Chiefly US Experience)
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GENERAL SOURCES


Argues that the U.S. military has a heritage and infrastructure to support its mission of working effectively in foreign cultures.


Ethnically discriminating chemical & biological weapons.


Examines US, Britain, Canada & Belgium.

**EARLY**

19TH CENTURY


Ethnicity & the Military


See pp. 28-29.

CIVIL WAR


See Chap. 4.


WORLD WAR I


Author traces experiences of ethnic soldiers, the majority born in Europe, who enlisted and fought with the U.S. Army on the Western Front.


WORLD WAR II


Ethnicity & the Military


**SINCE 1945**


   Finds institutional racism based on survey & statistics covering 1979-91.


   Based on responses from SAF IV (Survey of Army Families IV) at the onset of Operation Iraqi Freedom.

**NON-US**


Includes photos of major ethnic groups.

See also:
-Bibliographies on the Grande Armée in France-Napoleonic Wars; Russia Since 1945; Waffen SS Foreign Units in Germany-WWII; and US Army and Specific Ethnic Groups in Ethnic Groups.